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Please detail the recommended action to be
taken.

We propose the following action to take place:
A Taskforce consisting of  various
stakeholders be put together to review and
take action when necessary and to make
suggestions to the state association  of ways
to involve students with special needs. This
committee
will go through  all programs provided by
Louisiana FFA such as conferences,
competitions and various events throughout
the  year.

Why is this proposal of importance to the
Louisiana FFA Association?

With the establishment  of a FFA chapter at
the Louisiana School for the Deaf and Blind as
well as a considerable population  of students
with special needs around our state either
enrolled in agriscience  programs it is
important  to ensure as much inclusion  for
these groups is happening and much as
possible. We believe the discussion  brought
from this will  provide more opportunities for
FFA members from across the state no matter
what unique differences  they may  have.
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What effect, if any, will this proposal have on
student membership?

We believe this proposal will break down
barriers and enhance the opportunities  as well
as the areas  that students with special needs
typically do not see as if they can participate
in. This will allow all members no matter what
differences  or unique  characteristics  to feel
included and be able to have the same
experience  all FFA members are allowed.

What data can you offer to support your
recommendation?

We ask the state to provide any data they see
fit for this issue.

Chapter President Adam Beard

Chapter Secretary Amariah Jasper


